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Ethernet Packet 
Technology Plus Seamless 
Integration with Existing 
TDM Channels
Developed from years of experience with our FOCUS T1/E1 systems 

installed in mission-critical applications around the world; the new 

AMETEK Broadband FOCUS (BB FOCUS) gives you solid network 

communications and options you won’t find anywhere else. BB 

FOCUS seamlessly integrates traditional TDM channels with the 

flexibility of Ethernet packet technology. And it’s fully backward 

compatible, not only with AMETEK FOCUS systems, but with many 

competitive systems and older infrastructure technologies.

Perfect Upgrade for Mission-Critical 
Systems as a Key Component of Smart 
Grid Initiatives
BB FOCUS uses high-performance packetized multiplex-
ing technology running at Gigabit Ethernet speeds over 
dedicated fiber optic or core/edge Ethernet networks. Layer 
2 packets are used for all transport, eliminating the security 
issues associated with layer 3 routable IP-type communica-
tions. Packetized communications are faster and more easily 
applied than Time Domain Multiplexing (TDM) networks. 
BB FOCUS is unlike traditional SONET/SDH systems that 
may offer Ethernet channels packaged within their own 
bandwidth. We do not use any SONET/SDH architecture 
or the framers, aligners, VT cross-connects or firmware re-
quired with these types of systems. We operate purely as a 
Packet-over-Ethernet system with a powerful packet pro-
cessor controlling the flow of DS0 channels and Ethernet 
data through the system. Although an all-fiber network is 
preferred, an Ethernet channel deployed over SONET, SDH 
or MPLS networks can also be used as a transport path for 
BB FOCUS.

Historical negatives for using Ethernet in critical com-
munication applications, such as protective relaying and 
control functions, have been overcome with today’s switch 
technology. Truly predictable channel latency is now real-
ized through prudent use of QoS tagging over Gigabit Eth-
ernet networks. Fast, redundant loop switching times en-
sure maximum channel availability. 

Unlike TDM systems, latency in a given channel is nearly 
independent of the number of nodes between end termi-
nals. Pass-through delays are reduced to just a few microsec-
onds, compared to the 125-plus microseconds required in 
T1, E1, SONET or SDH systems. Total latency for end-to-end 
circuits is within a few milliseconds of typical TDM cir-
cuits allowing their application wherever high speed (low 
latency) circuits are specified.

Substation-Hardened Design and 
Secure Interface Facilitate Remote Use
Like standard FOCUS T1/E1 multiplexers, the hardened 
BB FOCUS was designed specifically to be immune to the 
environmental variations seen in power substations and 
industrial environments. 

It meets applicable ANSI, IEEE, IEC and CE standards for 
protective relay and communications equipment. The stan-
dard 4RU, 19” rack-mounted chassis can operate in ambient 
temperature ranges from –25oC to +65oC, and offers remote 
temperature and DC voltage sensing with alarm reporting. 
Remote diagnostics and test ports, plus network updating 
of flash memory, ensures minimal downtime for system 
updates and maintenance. Fully redundant system logic, 
transframer and power supplies are available as options to 
provide 1+1 redundancy as needed.

AMETEK’s New Broadband FOCUS:

TOP: Cover in place on rear of BB FOCUS 

BOTTOM: Cover removed, exposing connection area



Operator Interface Offers Status  
at a Glance
The BB FOCUS uses a web-based, Windows-style, operator interface that provides 
an easy-to-read system status overview, including Channel and Common Equip-
ment Status and System Events. The primary interface screen also shows a sum-
mary of current major and minor alarms plus a menu of additional functions.

By accessing the categories in the primary menu, operators can drill down into the 
system operation to check performance, review Sequence-Of-Event (SOE) logs and 
obtain all of the detailed data needed for system diagnosis, troubleshooting and 
maintenance. The SOE log may be synchronized to internal clock, IRIG or Network 
Time Protocol (NTP) as needed.

Setting System Parameters  
Is Easy 
The “General Settings” window (shown on front cover) gives the operator access 
to all primary system settings, including transframer configurations, network syn-
chronizing mode, port identifications, as well as links to both local and remote 
individual channel modules. 

Configuring Individual Modules 
Takes Only Minutes
Each BB FOCUS module can be configured quickly via the module configuration 
screens. Settings are available as radio buttons, checkboxes, dropdown menus or 
simple fill-ins. Once set up, these configurations, along with all system settings, 
may be saved to offline configuration files for future maintenance or reporting 
needs. The PRI module provides standalone direct or permissive trip functions 
without use of external tones or other teleprotection devices. Security setting 
choices with addressing give the PRI unmatched trip security. Up to four indepen-
dent bi-directional circuits are included, which may be used in point-to-point or 
multi-drop applications.

Another first for BB FOCUS is the ability to select several 
network parameters to insure channel priority and band-
width requirements are met. Quality of Service (QoS) is 
used to prioritize critical channels allowing them to bypass 
less critical data in the unlikely event that traffic congestion 
on the Ethernet does not allow all data to be transported 
at the same time. Use of Gigabit Ethernet in today’s switch 
networks means this level of congestion will be rare. When 
the switch network requires separating channel traffic into 
different Virtual LANs, (VLANS) these may also be speci-
fied on the channel mapping page.

It is recognized that not all applications will have full Giga-
bit bandwidth available, especially if Multi-Protocol Label 
Switching (MPLS) systems are deployed within existing 
networks. For these and other applications, we offer band-
width economy setting choices with four levels of band-
width for each channel card on an individual basis. Higher 
bandwidths permit the fastest channel times while lower 
bandwidths will add from 1 to 16 mS delay to the back to 
back channel time. For most voice or data circuits this delay 
is not noticeable, but the bandwidth savings will be very 
significant. The bandwidth savings is accomplished by col-
lecting a number of samples from the DS0 channel card for 
inclusion into a single packet, which is then transmitted to 
the remote destination. The remote node will distribute the 
data to the channel card one DS0 sample at a time allowing 
the connected devices to operate normally.



All channel module connections are made behind the re-
movable rear cover, which offers EMI shielding and a degree 
of personnel safety. The managed internal switch ports are 
also rear accessible located directly above this cover for easy 
connection. Switches may be supplied with one, two or 
three Gigabit ports as well as a number of 10/100MB RJ45 
ports. The optical GigE ports are SFPs (Small Form Plugga-
ble) with type LC connectors selected based on the power/
distance requirements of the application. Although use of 
our internal switch is recommended, it is not mandatory. 
If the user is comfortable with a different manufacturer’s 
utility hardened design, then the internal switch would not 
be included and a cat5e 100MB RJ45 cable will connect BB 
FOCUS to the external switch. 

BB FOCUS may also be deployed in simple point-to-point or 
linear systems without the use of internal or external Giga-
bit switches. For these applications, we include 100MB SFP 
ports on the rear interface of the System Control Module. 

A standard web-browser interface (e.g., Mozilla Firefox, 
Microsoft Internet Explorer, etc.) allows parameters to be 
changed and data safely viewed from anywhere on the 
network. The interface and your information are kept safe 
through password protection with data encryption.

Module Configuration
The administrative system also allows channel provisioning, without assigning 
pass-through connections at any in-between nodes. End-to-end connections are 
set up from one end with one command. If you have ever struggled with time-slot 
maps through TDM networks, then you can appreciate what a tremendous benefit 
this is. 

Unique TDM-to-packet integration, coupled with the broad array  
of available channel modules and transframers, lets your powerful new  
BB FOCUS system work with, or replace, SONET, PDH and SDH systems,  
FOCUS or any T1/E1 channel banks. 

BB FOCUS will transport channel information for almost every type  
of equipment installed in your substation, including:

h SCADA/RTU

h Video surveillance

h Substation LANs

h Protective Relays (directional comparison, current differential, direct transfer trip, etc.)

h Private automatic branch exchange (PBX) voice network

h Synchronous/asynchronous data

h Telephone systems

h OCUDP

Unique Transframers  
Keep Traditional TDM 
Equipment in Place 
The BB FOCUS system includes an ingenious transframer 
(combined transceiver/framer) design that allows seamless 
packetizing of data from existing external channel banks, T1/
E1 networks or ports from SONET/SDH systems. Intelligent 
Digital Access Cross-connect Systems (DACS) fabric allows you 
to select only the required DS0 channels from the connected 
T1/E1 streams. It is NOT necessary to waste bandwidth by tak-
ing the full T1 stream. Up to two transframers may be fitted to 
each BB FOCUS and each may have up to four T1/E1 ports for a 
total of eight ports. Several redundancy configurations are pos-
sible including hot standby and loop switching. The transfram-
ers may be fitted with any combination of optical or electrical 
ports using a variety of standard connectors.

For channel needs, the basic BB FOCUS includes 15 channel-
card slots accepting any current FOCUS channel modules, with 
three of these slots capable of higher bandwidths for future  
applications. One expansion shelf with 12 additional channel 
module slots may be applied as needed.

“BB FOCUS 
may just be the 

most flexible 
multiplexer ever 

offered.” With BB FOCUS, you can move your communications 
network into the broadband Gigabit world without 
leaving expensive installed equipment behind.

Ethernet Enabled Critical Communications with BB FOCUS



“It’s Official: BB FOCUS IS the most 
flexible multiplexer ever offered.”

Get the communications network solution that can grow 
with you well into the future, without completely replacing 
your current system, unless of course that is what you want 
to do. For a complete discussion of how the new Broadband 

FOCUS might improve your communications network 
while keeping your current equipment in the loop, call 
1-800-785-7274 toll-free in the U.S.A. and Canada, +1 954-
344-9822 outside the U.S.A. and Canada.

Ordering Information for Broadband FOCUS Multiplexers

1 – Base Unit  n
Chassis, System Control Module (SCM) w/4 – RJ45, FE (100mb) Ports .............B 
Chassis, Primary & Redundant SCM w/4 – RJ45, FE (100mb) Ports ..................R 
Chassis, Same as Option B, but with SNMP Trapping .........................................S 
Chassis, Same as Option R, but with SNMP Trapping ......................................... T

2 – Optical Communication Ports for Primary System Control Module  n
No Optical Ports .................................................................................................. 0 
Two 1300nm Long Range FE 100mb Ports* ....................................................... 2

3 – Power Supply One  n
24 VDC ................................................................................................................ 2 
48/60 VDC ........................................................................................................... 4 
125/250 VDC/VAC ................................................................................................ 1

4 – Power Supply Two (Optional)  n
24 VDC ................................................................................................................ 2 
48/60 VDC ........................................................................................................... 4 
125/250 VDC/VAC ................................................................................................ 1 
None Supplied ....................................................................................................N

5 – Ethernet Switch Ports**  n
Internal Switch, 1 – GigE SFP, 14 10/100mb RJ45 .............................................A 
Internal Switch, 2 – GigE SFP, 12 10/100mb RJ45 .............................................B 
Internal Switch, 3 – GigE SFP, 6 10/100mb RJ45 ...............................................C 
None Supplied ....................................................................................................N

6 – T1/E1 Transframers
Quantity (choose one)  n
One Supplied ...................................................................................................... 1 
Two Supplied ...................................................................................................... 2 
None Supplied ....................................................................................................N

Type of Port ***  n  n  n
Number of Electrical Ports (specify type below) .................... choose 0 through 8 
Number of 1300nm Long Range Ports (Type LC) ................... choose 0 through 8 
Number of 1550nm Long Range Ports (Type LC) ................... choose 0 through 8

10 – Type of Electrical Port  n
DB-9, 110V balanced .........................................................................................D 
BNC, 75V unbalanced ........................................................................................B 
RJ48C, 110V balanced .......................................................................................R 
None, (No Electrical Ports) ..................................................................................N

11 – Power Connections  n
Compression Type Terminal Block ......................................................................C 
Barrier Type Terminal Block ................................................................................B

12 – Future    n................................................................................................ F

13 – Future    n................................................................................................ F

*  Note: Each optical port replaces one, out of four total, RJ45 FE (100mb) ports. Order  
 100mb SFPs separately with required range.

**  The internal switch comes standard with the selected number of SFP (Small Form  
 Pluggable) sockets ONLY. The SFP units themselves are not specified in the BB FOCUS  
 Catalog number. These should be ordered separately as auxiliary components. The  
 number of 10/100mb RJ45 ports listed are the total supplied. Each SCM supplied will  
 connect to 2 of these, reducing the number available to the user.

*** Minimum one per each transframer, maximum four per each transframer specified  
 above. Includes any standby or redundant ports.
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Available Channel Modules

Type  Description

V2W  Voice 2-Wire Originating, 2 Channels per Module (Ring-down  
  compatible)

V2T  Voice 2-Wire Terminating, 2 Channels per Module

FXS  Voice 2-Wire Originating, 2 Channels (FXS Signaling)

FXO  Voice 2-Wire Terminating, 2 Channels (FXO Signaling)

V4W  Voice 4-Wire, E&M Signaling, 2 Channels per Module

PBT  Addressable 2-wire Voice (Terminating: FOCUS-PBX)

PBW  Addressable 2-wire Voice (Originating)

CTR  Contact Transfer (8 Functions per Module)

HCB-2T/3T  Pilot Wire Relay Interface for 2 or 3-Terminal HCB, HCB-1

SPD-2T/3T  Pilot Wire Relay Interface for 2 or 3-Terminal SPD

PRI  Protective Relay Interface Relay Output (PRI-A, PRI-M)

PRS  Protective Relay Interface Solid State Output (PRS-A, PRS-M)

232  Hardened RS-232, 19.2 Kbps Asynchronous 2 Channels per Module

64G  64 Kbps, Synchronous, G.703 Interface

DCU  Dataport Channel Module (OCUDP) 56kb/64kb

SRD  Sub-rate RS-232/RS-485 Async. Data Modules (SRD-2, SRD-4,  
  SRD-4N)

6NF  IEEE C37.94 Compliant Module (850nm)

6NV/6NR  For Synchronous Bandwidth Equal to or Greater than 64kb (V.35 or  
  RS-422)

Continuous product development may make it necessary to change 
product details without notice.
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